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Pursuing a Just  
and Fair New Jersey
2022 marked an important milestone in our organization’s evolution.  
For the first time in our history of more than 60 years, the ACLU of  
New Jersey adopted a strategic framework that doesn’t just outline 
our priority issues but sets an overarching vision for the organization  
to guide us through 2026.

Together with staff, board, and 
key stakeholders, we identified 
three strategic priorities that will 
guide our work over the coming 
years: racial justice, partnered 
leadership, and organizational 
development. 

We commit to advancing racial 
justice, which is at the center of 
the fight for civil liberties and will 
advance justice for all historically 
marginalized communities. 

We commit to partnering with 
and centering the voices and 
lived experiences of people and 

groups who historically have been 
marginalized and disenfranchised, 
and aim to help equalize the power 
of all voices across the state. 

Finally, we commit to paying 
continuous attention to our 
governance and board development, 
our operational systems, and 
supporting our staff. We will  
prioritize caring relationships, equity 
across identities, and addressing 
power dynamics within our 
organizational hierarchy. 

Woven into these priorities are 
our values: empathy, kindness, 
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humility, and generosity will guide 
us as we engage in our quest for a 
just and fair New Jersey.

These values are embedded in the 
work you will read about in this year’s 
annual report: 

•  We made significant strides forward 
in the treatment of youth in prisons, 
successfully reducing extreme 
sentences for children and providing 
access to special education for 
students with disabilities. 

•  We helped build a movement 
and followed the lead of patients 
and providers in the pursuit of 
reproductive freedom, working to 
expand access to abortion care 
and support abortion providers 
during a time of extreme stress 
and upheaval.

•  We called attention to the racial 
bias perpetuated by government 
algorithms that result in excessive 
burdens on already over-policed 
and under-resourced Black and 
brown communities. 

•  And we saw the culmination of more  
than 20 years of advocacy through  
the establishment of a licensure 
program for New Jersey police 
officers — a crucial step toward 
police accountability. 

Using our strategic framework as our 
guide, our organization is poised to 
be even more effective and impactful 
in striving for a more just and more 
fair New Jersey. We hope you enjoy 
reading about our successes in 
the past year, and look forward to 
your support as we look toward this 
exciting vision for our future.

AMOL SINHA 
Executive Director 

MARC BEEBE
President of the Board of Trustees 
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Youth Justice

2000 2005 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

MARCH 2003:  
James Comer is sentenced.

JANUARY 2017:  
Mr. Comer prevails on appeal:  

The New Jersey Supreme Court holds that 
kids can’t receive de facto life sentences.

JANUARY 2022: 
The New Jersey Supreme Court holds 

that people under 18 who had received 
long sentences can petition courts for 

look-back hearings after 20 years. 

JUNE 2014:  
ACLU-NJ files a motion on his behalf.

OCTOBER 2018:  
Mr. Comer is resentenced 

to the lowest sentence the 
Court could then impose: 

30 years without parole. The 
ACLU-NJ again appeals.

MAY 2022:  
Mr. Comer is resentenced 

again and is scheduled 
for release by 2025.

Advancing Youth Justice
The human and financial costs of mass incarceration are staggering, and the burden falls 
disproportionately on people of color and low-income people. 

ACLU-NJ advocacy has led to New Jersey making 
significant strides forward in the treatment of 
people in prisons, jails, and detention centers.  
But we know there is still more to be done to ensure 
New Jersey is a national leader in decarceration  
and improving the treatment of people in prison — 
and the ACLU-NJ is taking action.

This past year, because of ACLU-NJ 
litigation, we saw major improvements 
in the treatment of youth in prisons, 
providing access to special education 
for students with disabilities and 
successfully reducing extreme sentences 
for children.
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State v. Comer
In 2003, James Comer received a sentence of 75 years 
in prison, with more than 68 years without parole, for his 
role in four robberies and a felony murder when he was 
17 years old. Relying on cases from the United States 
Supreme Court that prohibited sentences of life without 
parole for children, the ACLU-NJ filed a motion to correct 
this illegal sentence on his behalf in 2014. 

After two appeals from the ACLU-NJ in response 
to the sentencing decision, Mr. Comer is now 
scheduled for release by 2025, and the resulting 
court opinion has made it possible for nearly  
100 young people in New Jersey to petition  
for early release.



Youth Justice

2024
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Young people with disabilities have a 
legal right to a free and appropriate 
public education, even when they are 
incarcerated. But for years, the educational 
needs of high school students in New 
Jersey’s state prisons were not being met.

That’s changing now, with the settlement of 
Adam X. et al. v. New Jersey Department of 
Corrections and Department of Education 
et al., a lawsuit initiated in 2017 by three 
students — Adam X., Brian Y., and Casey 
Z. (pseudonyms) — who alleged they were 
denied special education in prison. Thanks 
to their calls for change, the students’ legal 
team, including the ACLU of New Jersey 
Foundation, Disability Rights Advocates, and 
Proskauer Rose LLP, spent years investigating 

and litigating the case, which was certified 
by the federal District Court for the District of 
New Jersey as a class action in July 2021.

On March 3, 2022, the District Court 
granted final approval of a settlement 
agreement that will usher in new policies 
to guarantee that students with disabilities 
in New Jersey prisons receive the special 
education and related services they are 
entitled to. The settlement also provides 
opportunities for make-up services and 
funds for those who were deprived of 
special education in prison in the past, and 
ensures meaningful implementation of the 
new policies through a five-year monitoring 
plan. Estimates suggest over 400 people 
may be impacted by the settlement.
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ESTIMATES SUGGEST THAT  
THE ADAM X SETTLEMENT 
WILL PROVIDE SERVICES 

TO MORE THAN 

400 
PEOPLE 
WHO WERE DENIED  
SPECIAL EDUCATION IN  
NEW JERSEY PRISONS.

WITH THE VICTORY IN 
STATE V. COMER, NEARLY 

100 
YOUNG PEOPLE 
IN NEW JERSEY CAN  
PETITION FOR EARLY 
RELEASE FROM PRISON.

Adam X. et al. v. New Jersey Department of Corrections 
and Department of Education et al.
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Reproductive Freedom

Expanding Access to Abortion
When the U.S. Supreme Court issued its devastating ruling in Dobbs v. Jackson  
Women’s Health Organization on June 24, which overturned Roe v. Wade, it emboldened 
anti-abortion politicians across the country to decimate access to abortion and force 
scores of people to remain pregnant against their will. 

In New Jersey, advocates and lawmakers took 
crucial steps to safeguard abortion rights by 
passing the Freedom of Reproductive Choice Act 
in January 2022, but there is much more to do 
to expand abortion access for all. The ACLU of 
New Jersey is committed to ensuring reproductive 
health care, including abortion, is accessible 
for all New Jerseyans regardless of race, gender 
identity, sexual orientation, immigration status, 
income, or insurance, and continues to center the 
experiences of patients and providers in the fight 
for reproductive justice, including advocating for 
the passage of the Reproductive Equity Act to 
expand access to abortion in our state.

SUPPORTING ABORTION PROVIDERS  
AND PATIENTS
With a significant number of states now enacting 
laws to severely restrict or ban abortion, residents 
are traveling to states like New Jersey, where abortion 
remains legal, to receive the care they need.  

In July, New Jersey enacted laws that enhance 
protection for individuals who receive, facilitate, 
or provide legal reproductive health services in 
the state. The ACLU-NJ and partners worked 
with the law firm Lowenstein Sandler to launch 
efforts to support these individuals including 
developing webinars for providers that will help 

NEW JERSEY LAWMAKERS RECEIVED

14.7K MESSAGES 
FROM ACLU-NJ SUPPORTERS URGING THEM TO EXPAND ACCESS TO ABORTION.
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Reproductive Freedom

them take advantage of the protections in the law 
and mitigate potential legal risks, and establishing 
a network of pro bono volunteer lawyers who 
can offer one-on-one legal consultations and 
advice to callers who have questions about legal 
reproductive health care in New Jersey.

“ I see firsthand how a lack of abortion access shatters lives. I’ve been in the 
position of counseling someone, holding their hand, looking them in the 
eye, and telling them whether or not they can get the care they need. It is 
heartbreaking in situations where a legal or systemic barrier prevented a 
patient from getting necessary care. I do this work with the sincere hope 
that the advocacy we do together and the care we deliver as providers can one 
day secure a future where no one surrenders their autonomy, their health, or 
their humanity when they determine the direction of their lives.” 

—DR. KRISTYN BRANDI

P R O V I D E R  S P O T L I G H T :  
Dr. Kristyn Brandi
Dr. Kristyn Brandi, a New Jersey OB/GYN, is a 
voice for reproductive freedom, social justice, 
and LGBTQIA+ rights, both in New Jersey and 
around the country. She works in partnership 

with the ACLU-NJ as a 
member of the Thrive 
Coalition, which advocates 
for access to abortion for  
all in our state.

Dr. Brandi’s practice 
encompasses medical 

care across the spectrum of reproductive 
health, including abortion care, prenatal 
care, gynecologic procedures, and outpatient 
gynecologic care, which gives her deep 
knowledge and a nuanced perspective on all 
aspects of reproductive health and policy.C
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Technology & Justice

Confronting Algorithmic Bias
As technology continues to advance, the government increasingly relies on algorithms 
and automated decision-making systems to augment or entirely replace human decision 
makers. From law enforcement, to healthcare, to public benefits and beyond, automated 
decision-making systems can impose real costs on New Jerseyans. But do these new 
technologies align with our values and preserve our rights?

Automated systems are prone to arbitrary 
and biased decision making. Where they are 
deployed, they can threaten people’s right to 
due process and subject them to insidious 
discrimination. The ripple effects of algorithmic 
injustice can be felt across the state and in nearly 
every domain — for example, when the amount 
of healthcare people receive is determined 
by a computer, when the police choose who 
to investigate based on facial recognition, or 
when a person’s eligibility for public benefits is 
determined by an assessment tool, the people 
who are subjected to those decisions are forced  
to bear the brunt of the systems’ errors.  

As these technologies are affecting New 
Jerseyans more and more, the ACLU-NJ 
launched a new project in August, Automated 
Injustice, to investigate the use of artificial 
intelligence, automated decision-making 
systems, and other sorts of algorithms by  
the New Jersey government. FR
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Technology & Justice

FACIAL RECOGNITION
On March 10, 2022, the ACLU-NJ and 25 partner 
organizations provided comments to the New 
Jersey Office of the Attorney General on law 
enforcement’s use of facial recognition. Together, 
the organizations called for a total ban on the 
use of facial recognition technology by law 
enforcement. Facial recognition tools jeopardize 
New Jerseyans’ ability to live safe, private lives free 

of constant government intrusion and scrutiny,  
and discourage them from comfortably exercising 
their constitutional rights to speak freely, associate 
freely, or enjoy their neighborhoods freely. 
Facial recognition also poses an exceptionally 
high burden on over-policed communities of 
color, particularly because of its higher rates of 
inaccuracy for people with darker skin.

NUMBER OF FALSE MATCHES
                                PER 10,000 PEOPLE

___      Data represents performance of commercially-developed algorithm relative to race and gender, tested in NIST  
Face Recognition Vendor Test: Demographic Effects study by Patrick Other, Mei Nan, and Kayee Hanaoka (2019),  
nist.gov/publications/face-recognition-vendor-test-part-3-demographic-effects

___      See also Dr. Joy Buolamwini and Dr. Timnit Gebru’s Gender Shades project 

gendershades.org

WHITE
MEN

1

WHITE
WOMEN

5
ASIAN
MEN

5

BLACK
MEN

6

ASIAN
WOMEN

16
AMERICAN INDIAN

MEN

16

BLACK
WOMEN

40

AMERICAN INDIAN
WOMEN

79

http://nist.gov/publications/face-recognition-vendor-test-part-3-demographic-effects
http://gendershades.org


“ New Jersey belatedly joins the more 
than 40 other states in having a 
licensing scheme for police officers.  
We must now do the hard work of 
delivering meaningful measures of 
accountability such as police discipline 
transparency, civilian complaint  
review boards with subpoena power,  
and ending qualified immunity.  
We cannot – and should not –  
aspire to merely catch  
up with states like  
Alabama and Florida –  
instead we must lead  
on issues of police  
accountability to create  
a fairer and more just  
New Jersey for all.” 

 —EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AMOL SINHA

A4194/S2742 APPROPRIATES $6 MILLION 
TO ESTABLISH A LICENSURE SCHEME FOR POLICE OFFICERS IN NEW JERSEY —  
A PROGRAM THAT THE ACLU-NJ FIRST CALLED FOR IN 2006.
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Police Accountability

On July 21, New Jersey saw police licensing become 
reality as Governor Phil Murphy signed A4194/
S2742 into law. The bill appropriates $6 million 
to establish a licensure program requiring that a 
person holds a valid, active license to be employed 
as a law enforcement officer in New Jersey. Without 
licensing in place, officers removed from duty due 
to misconduct can still be employed by a different 
police department, making permanently removing 
dangerous officers from the force nearly impossible.

MORE TO DO
This is an important step in increasing transparency 
and accountability of law enforcement in New Jersey, 
but there is still much more to be done. The ACLU-NJ 
continues to call for the passage of a slate of bills that 
would begin to curb excessive police power and place 
power with communities, especially communities of 
color that bear the brunt of law enforcement:

Shining Light on Secret Police 
Discipline: S371/A996 
The public has almost no way of knowing how — or 
if — police are disciplined for misconduct. This bill 

follows many other states to make that information 
available through the Open Public Records Act. 

Empowering Communities with Oversight 
of Police through Civilian Complaint 
Review Boards: A1515/S2295 
This legislation allows communities to set up  
civilian complaint review boards with subpoena 
power, the ability to investigate at the same time as 
internal police investigations, disciplinary authority, 
and real community representation. 

The Right to Sue Police for Individual 
Misconduct: S375/A1006 
A legal principle called qualified immunity makes it 
almost impossible to hold individual officers liable 
for misconduct in civil lawsuits. This bill would 
remove one of the roadblocks that make it difficult 
to hold police accountable for harm. 

Stopping Lethal Police Tactics: 
S265/A2431 and A866/S2166 
These bills would criminalize police use of 
chokeholds in New Jersey, and strictly limit use  
of other deadly force.

A 20-Year Fight for Police Licensure
Nearly 20 years ago, the ACLU-NJ led the vanguard of advocates who urged the state  
to require licenses for all law enforcement officers as one way to stop excessive police 
power. Ensuring police officers are held accountable for their actions will begin shifting 
power away from law enforcement and toward the communities they’re meant to serve.
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Donor Profile

When Donald Trump took office in 2016, Eli and 
Jake knew the next four years would be different 
than anything the country had seen before. And as a 
woman and a gay man, they felt their identities being 
threatened in new ways — that’s when they realized 
they had the opportunity to translate their position of 
privilege into meaningful change for others.  
 
Determined to learn more about social justice 
and how they could help, Eli and Jake discovered 
the ACLU as a source of vital information and an 
outlet for action. With their passion for all things 

food and beverage, after spending their formative 
years working in their parents’ restaurant, they 
joined forces and founded United Vines, a wine 
company where proceeds from every Rosé vintage 
benefit a charitable organization. Proceeds from 
their second vintage, PRIDE, benefit the ACLU’s 
LGBTQIA+ work.   
 
Eli and Jake intend to keep supporting as many 
social justice initiatives as they can — and hope 
that, one day, they will be pouring wine for the 
justices of a liberal Supreme Court. 

Donor Spotlight: Eli and Jake Rallo
Eli and Jake Rallo grew up working in their parents’ restaurant in Red Bank, NJ, first 
bussing tables and later serving guests, quickly learning along the way to prioritize hard 
work and service. Their family instilled these values in Eli and Jake from a young age 
through a dedication to public service, and they leaned into these experiences through 
college. Eli (she/her), age 24, studied music, theatre, and dance at the University of 
Michigan and got her master’s degree at the Columbia School of Journalism. Jake (he/
him), age 22, is a graduate of the Cornell School of Hotel Administration.  

Born and bred from a passion for wine and a passion for social justice, United Vines 
seeks to make every sip of your glass of wine an act of passive resistance.  

Eli and Jake Rallo partner with Isabella Oddero, a seventh-generation owner of one of the 
most historical wineries in the Langhe hills of Italy, to produce a Langhe Rosato (Rosé) 
vintage each year to benefit charitable partners. 

United Vines
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Donor Profile

“ We were born and raised in the 
hospitality industry – supporting 
people and serving others is at the core 
of who we are. We hope we can use 
this experience to create meaningful 
change for generations to come.”

— JAKE RALLO

“ Our privilege has given us 
so many opportunities, 
and now we hope our 
work can hold the door 
open for others.” 

   — ELI RALLO
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(L-R) Jake, Jack, Eli, mom Kari and dad Victor Rallo, at their family home 
in New Jersey, Summer 2022. IMAGE COURTESY OF THE RALLO FAMILY



Income & Expenses for Fiscal Year 2022*

SUPPORT & REVENUE TOTAL

Contributions $1,818,616        

Grants $843,732

Bequests $83,275

Membership $1,506,941

Interest and Dividends $123,267

Legal Case Awards $35,000

Other Income $6,930

TOTAL $4,417,761

**Includes special events income, minus direct expenses

EXPENSES TOTAL

Program $3,059,547

Management & General $1,019,224

Fundraising $405,100

TOTAL $4,483,871

Unrealized Gain on Investment Securities $154,048

NET $87,938

Financials

**

*April 1, 2021, to March 31, 2022
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Dara Brody
Malley Chertkov
Wesley Christmann
Wilbert (Wil) Davis
Cristina de Arana
Anaiis Gonzalez
Jessi Gottlieb Empestan

Jerry Green
Nicola Kim
Grace Lang
Melody Magly
Admir Molic
Derrick Neves
Susmitha Sayana

Research Assistants, Interns & Volunteers

Paloma Aguas, Communications Strategist
Farrin Anello, Senior Staff Attorney
Rhea Beck, Director of People and Culture
Carla Chávez, Deputy Director and Chief Operating Officer
Diane DuBrule, Development Director
Sarah Fajardo, Policy Director
Elyla Huertas, Staff Attorney
Jené Irving, BOLD Fellow
Joe Johnson, Policy Counsel
Ami Kachalia, Campaign Strategist
Molly Linhorst, Staff Attorney
Jeanne LoCicero, Legal Director
Scott McDowell, Deputy Communications Director
Eric McKinley, Office and Technology Manager
Neddie Nather, Major Gifts Officer
Kate Oh, Digital Communications Strategist

Elizabeth Osley, Legal Department Manager 
Priyanka Parker, Administrative Assistant
Maia Raposo, Communications Director
Dillon Reisman, Skadden Law Fellow
Lillian Rivera, Executive Assistant
Alicia Rogers, Program Coordinator and Paralegal
Alexander Shalom, Senior Supervising Attorney and  

Director of Supreme Court Advocacy
Niesha Scott, Intake/Legal Administrative Assistant
Amol Sinha, Executive Director
Alejandra Sorto, Campaign Strategist
Jim Sullivan, Deputy Policy Director
Karen Thompson, Senior Staff Attorney
Rebecca Uwakwe, Staff Attorney
Liza Weisberg, Staff Attorney

The following staff left the ACLU-NJ in 2022; we thank them for their efforts in creating a more just and equitable New Jersey:  
Tess Borden, Tomijean Fernandez, Tracey Kelley, Andrea Long, Allison Peltzman, Natalie Otero Lopez, Harold Weaver, and Shira Wisotsky.

Marc Beebe, President
CJ Griffin, Esq., Vice President
Jay D. Gartman, Treasurer
Heather Taylor, Secretary
S. Nadia Hussain, National Board Representative
Gary D. Nissenbaum, Esq., At-Large
Joseph B. Parsons, At-Large
Ed Barocas, Esq. (ret.)
Frank Corrado, Esq.

Debra E. Guston, Esq.
Alexis Karteron, Esq.
Joseph Novick, Esq. 
Jacob S. Perskie, Esq.
Marnita Robertson, Esq.
Afsheen Shamsi
Amardeep Singh, Esq.
Jeffrey J. Wild, Esq.

2022 Board of Trustees

ACLU-NJ Staff
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American Civil Liberties Union of New Jersey 
P.O. Box 32159, Newark, NJ 07102
973-642-2084 | info@aclu-nj.org

www.aclu-nj.org
Twitter: @aclunj | Facebook: @aclunj | Instagram: @aclunj
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